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Weight Fund

UNDERWEIGHT
SA ILBs | SA Property |  

Developed Markets Equity | 
Africa Equity 

SA ILBs

There has been increased upside inflation pressure in the markets.
While the drivers of increases in inflation has been driven largely
by a few industries impacted by the pandemic we are aware that
market expectations of inflation alone can drive up inflation. For
now, we remain underweight the long-term SAA but are watching
this allocation.

SA Property

Sector has rebounded strongly YTD. Distribution yields on offer
have narrowed relative to ILBs, decreasing attractiveness of this
asset class on a valuation basis while the sector continues to face
headwinds of shifting demand dynamics (work-from-home,
decreased retail activity etc.) in the medium-term.

Developed
Markets 
Equity

Growth and recovery in DM markets has had a strong showing in
the past few months but earnings and growth are showing signs of
peaking. We hold our view that albeit at a slower rate the
expectation of global growth bodes well for cyclical stocks and
historically indicative of a weaker dollar. Both of these outcomes
serve EM better. From a valuation perspective DM equities are
expensive in relation to EM equities. Therefore, our preference to
EM equities holds.

African Equity
No longer as cheap as compared to SA Equity but still serves a
diversification tool. Prefer SA Equity which pose greater upside
opportunities with a potential commodity super-cycle.
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Weight Fund

NEUTRAL
SA Equity | Global Property 

SA Equity

We recognize that the rate of global growth is slowing. Recent
events in China has also impacted their markets, global growth and
commodity prices. Despite this, we still see scope in the
commodities space, albeit at a slower rate, especially if the US
Infrastructure bill passes. Taking into consideration recent
geopolitical concerns, earnings projections and the relative
‘cheapness’ of the local market still allow for some opportunities.

Global Property

The significant jump in earns seen in quarter two as economies
opened up is unlikely to continue global growth slow down. Like
local markets we have seen dividend yields narrow in relation to
global bonds. We have however seen some pockets of
opportunities in the asset class for instance in the US as eviction
moratoriums and rental freezes come to a close we have seen a
tick up in US rental market. See the near zero interest rates in the
US markets not changing in the short term which will bolster
property returns. We also still appreciate the wider diversification
opportunities than SA Property
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Weight Fund

OVERWEIGHT
Nominal Bonds | 

Emerging Markets Equity |  
China Equity

Nominal Bonds 

Highly attractive real yields on offer in the nominal and real space
but with clear risks. The fiscus deteriorating further as
government funds its COVID-19 relief efforts, along with
contracting economic activity present nominals with downside
risks however this is being mitigated to an extent by the boost
offered by the recent commodity rally and the resulting tax boon.

Emerging 
Markets Equity 

EM has taken strain in comparison to DM equities for the better
part of the year therefore from a valuation perspective EM equity
is significantly cheaper than DM. A key part of this was derived
from China’s Equity markets performance which we feel is
attractive to buy now, as indicated below. We recognise a lot of
volatility in the market and heighten geopolitical risk might impact
performance in this space but looking forward we see this a buying
opportunity as a lot of these risks have been baked into the price.

China Equity

We see the slowing down in credit growth and the recent volatility
in the Chinese market due to anti-competitive laws, and reforms in
the after-school education environment as a short-term
interference. Even the most recent concerns over a potential
property market collapse has been exaggerated. This has allowed
for extremely attractive valuations, especially for onshore
equities. We also recognize the Chinese government’s strong goal
for common prosperity will mean they have a string incentive to
offer policy support to prevent too severe financial instability.
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Positioning and outlook

The Fund’s positioning was largely maintained over the past quarter, while recognising that there
has been increased volatility and heightened geopolitical risk globally.
The portfolio remains positioned for a reopening of global economies and therefore we continue
to keep a close eye on interest rates and inflation in the US and locally. The Fed has once again
struck a hawkish tone on inflation. As last quarter’s ‘talking about talking about’ comment on
tapering played out with no increase in rates, this evidenced a separation between tapering and
interest rate changes. While the views around inflation are constantly changing in the market, we
currently hold our view of inflation being transitory due to the drivers of recent higher inflation
being isolated to a narrow set of industries which are normalising from lower bases due to the
impact of the pandemic.

The Fund remains positioned to benefit from the favourable yields locally, especially on the
longer side of the yield curve and continues to benefit from its allocation to inflation linked bonds
as noise in the market around inflation upside surprises continue.

The Delta variant has impacted global growth and to some degree the rollout of vaccines globally.
This coupled with rising geopolitical concerns globally headlined by the US removing their troops
in Afghanistan has heightened our concerns over risk in the market although not to the extent
that we have reduced risk in the portfolio at this time.
With a return to normal for emerging markets facing stronger headwinds, there are still no clear
signs when fundamentals, rather than sentiment, will drive the markets. This has been
exacerbated by the recent market shocks related to the Evergrande Saga and increased
regulation by Chinese authorities on tech and educational companies. We maintain our
favourable view of Chinese Equities, as these temporary shocks has only increased the pricing
dislocations inherent in the market. Comparatively, developed market shares are continuing to
push the bounds of overpricing, with fundamentals pointing towards stretched valuations. While
Chinese growth has slowed, in the longer term an active position in the market should play out
favourably.

While the sell-off in commodities in September hurt local equities, we do not believe it is a sign of
the year-to-date run being over but rather slowing pace. The impact of a strengthening dollar and
the upcoming local elections in mind, we will continue to monitor the risks associated with our
position in the market with an increased focus on active management, where possible, to
manage the risk.

Although the local property sector has continued its strong rebound year to date, the relative
gains on offer have narrowed even more, decreasing the attractiveness of the asset class on a
valuation basis. We have exercised caution in the size of our position, as the sector continues to
face challenges with shifting demand dynamics.
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Andrew van Biljon
Portfolio Manager, RisCura
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